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Will be okay with simply those three items? Home Defense GuideWhen I
trained disaster survival courses, I always told people, SHTF planning
is not about just stockpiling meals, drinking water and securing a
shelter.Best Disaster Prep & Well think about it, if you just need to
take shelter and conceal for weekly, yes, then it really is fine to just
have food, water, and a protected shelter. Next, I trained and
demonstrated them what gears they want and how to utilize them the best
way and third, I taught them how to proceed during and after a major
disaster. Preparation HandbookSHTF Prepping, Bug In, Bug Out, Stockpile
& First, I taught and demonstrated what disaster preparation truly is,
that is what I demonstrate in this book. Ideally, disaster preparation
is a lot more than that, a true preparation would be where you find out
several basic survival skills, master them, practice them and be pro at
them. To be truly successful, you will need to have a comprehensive
approach and look at the broader picture, and that is exactly what I
have done in this publication.A genuine survivor is somebody who knows
how exactly to survive in any situation and make the best away of it. A
true survivor knows where to find food, drinking water, or shelter when
there is none. A true survivor knows how to deal with any emergencies
when there is absolutely no 911 service to call.Any book on this topic
can show you how and what meals to stockpile, but is that is just a
small part of survival schooling, a big part of that schooling is where
you learn what skills you will need, and how exactly to learn and master
such skills, what things to use, how to utilize them.Be Safe! Or would
you need to have a few even more things to survive for the long term?But
imagine if the disaster is truly a big and longer lasting one? These
three books are essentially the notes I implemented when I trained
"Disaster Survival," to 17 sets of people in 5 different countries
effectively.In this Book You Will Learn and Master:3 types of
DisastersWhat and How exactly to Prep7 Concepts of prepping4 Layers of
PreppingHow to create a full evidence disaster Plan7 Must Stick to tips
for every planners19 Disaster Prep blunders to AvoidSpecial Prepping
ConsiderationsHow to Prep for the Elderly, children and house animals5
Mush have Abilities to Find out11 Survival Abilities to MasterDisaster
planning and FitnessHow to get your home prepared and preppedWhat and
how exactly to use a Faraday CageWhat and how to StockpileHow to save
money on StockpileHow to endure long term disaster and become self
reliantThe 80/20 Rule of Prepping21 Free Disaster Planning ItemsWhere
and where to find inexpensive GearsSHTF Practice Drills for different
scenariosMy disaster survival course was taught in 3 split segments.!
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It may seem silly at first, but after reading the publication, I
realized every little thing issues in a SHTF situation. Big
disappointment. Never know what may come our way. You'll find nothing
new here also for the first time reader of "prepping" material. I rather
be prepared than sorry! Definitely not worth $12.99. Top Advice You Wish
You Won't Need! In this book the writer focuses on plenty of details
which is what i liked.A waste of money. Besides the spelling and
editorial mistakes, this reserve contains a whole lot of "what you
should learn", no "how exactly to" information. Only a lot of general
statements without resource information for further study.
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